
In the family

B
A fashion designer with a 

passion for illustration 

Brother and sister Leo and Julie Verhoeven demonstrate 
the breadth of material available on Londonart.co.uk

Leo and Julie Verhoeven are very popular ar tists on Londonart.co.uk. They illustrate 

the diversity of work available on Londonart.co.uk – as well as within one family! 

Julie is an internationally renowned fashion illustrator and designer. Her fashion 

work ranges from bags for Marc Jacobs at Louis Vuitton to fashion illustrations 

for titles such as Dazed & Confused, The Face, Tank and the Sunday Times. 

Today, however, Julie has retired from the fashion world to focus on the 

visual ar ts and her work can be seen on Londonart.co.uk alongside that 

of her brother.

Leo Verhoeven specialises in colourful geometric cityscapes. He 

takes his main inspiration from his immediate surroundings in South 

London, focusing in particular on tower blocks around Elephant and 

Castle, Peckham and Camberwell.

Ju l ie Verhoeven
www.londonart.co.uk/julieverhoeven
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    orn in 1969 into a creative household with a graphic designer father and illustrator mother, Julie Verhoeven has always been 
strongly motivated to pursue her chosen career path. That’s probably why she didn’t let the small matter of being turned down for 
a degree place at Central Saint Martins put her off her stride.
Instead she went to work for the legendary fashion designer John Galliano for four years. After that, she worked for Martine Sit-
bon in Paris, rising from design assistant to consultant. She has also worked as a consultant for designers such as Jasper Conran, 
Richard Tyler, Guy Laroche and Jean Colonna. But her breakthrough success came with her ‘Grimm’s Fairytales’ appliqué bags for 
Marc Jacobs at Louis Vuitton.Verhoeven’s greatest fashion challenge was a new range of bags she designed for Gibo. One of the 
world’s leading fashion houses, Gibo has manufactured for many great designers including Hussein Chalayan, Helmut Lang and 

Viktor & Rolf Gibo. President Franco Pene is well known for using only 
uncompromising and challenging designers, and when he wanted a new 
range, Verhoeven was recommended to him by Bettina Oldenberg, a 
former colleague at Martine Sitbon who now works for Gibo.
Verhoeven has a truly vast repertoire. In addition to her fashion work, 
she’s created album covers for the likes of Primal Scream and Kate Moss. 
All her work is provocative and fun. But her true passion lies with her 
drawings, and her fashion illustrations in particular have garnered 
worldwide attention.
Away from fashion, Verhoeven’s project ‘Softporn’ springs from her 
fascination with the comical aspects of human nature rather than from 
any interest in porn. In these works genitalia, in particular, are loaded 
with significance and used in ways that are multi-layered.
Human nature lies at the centre of Verhoeven’s work. Her observations 
of human behaviour are presented in images containing juxtapositions 
that are far from obvious.
In an interview included in her latest book, Verhoeven reveals a passion 
for language and design. She says she feels the presence of design all 
around her, particularly when shopping, but that a definitive meaning 
for the word design is “difficult”. 
Verhoeven says her favourite designers are forever changing and that 
her must-have materials include a pilot pen, a lead pencil and taffeta. 
She loves colours based around aqua including lawn green, cerise and 
jade, and her most loved shape is the exclamation mark. Julie’s favourite 
three words are hoot, hideous and nonsense, and if she could be any-
where, it would be in bed without her pet hates: ill health and her acne.

• Julie Verhoeven’s, most recent book GAS BOOK 13, Julie Verhoeven, is  
published in Japan by Shinjiro Nishino. ISBN 4- 86083-364-3. 

No matter how dank a place may appear,  
Verhoeven’s canary yellow and cobalt blue can 

make its inner soul sing out. 
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finding magic in the mundane

Leo Verhoeven
www.londonart.co.uk/leoverhoeven

L             eo Verhoeven specialises in cityscapes and in recent years has focussed particularly on the London Borough of Southwark. His paintings 
concentrate on the modernist architecture of the Elephant and Castle, and the monumental Aylesbury Estate in Walworth London, both of 
which lie within some of the most impoverished areas of the borough.
Through his use of colour and his definition of line and form, Verhoeven seeks to capture the mood of the architects’ original ideal, rather than 
reflect the buildings’ present circumstances. Flat simple forms, repetition and a lack of superfluous ornamentation demonstrate the kind of 
order attainable in, and appropriate to, a Utopian ideal of architectural and social reform. His use of alien and unnatural colours as opposed to 
the grey of the concrete, combined with his sharp perspective, accentuates the otherworldliness of the architecture.

Verhoeven distorts the colours and perspective of known landmarks 
so effectively they no longer resemble the grimy rundown corner we 
may know, but instead shine with all the optimism the architects 
undoubtedly envisioned for them decades ago. 
Like a modern-day Fauve, Verhoeven restores the stark silhouettes of 
the buildings with bold colours; although he paints many a  
recognisable spot, he lends it his trademark vitality and transforms it 
so you have to look twice to make sure it is actually where you think it is.
The clean lines of tower blocks and flyov  ers lend themselves very 
well to Verhoeven’s brush. Although mainly based south of the river, 
he has been tempted north by the seductive high rises in the City of  
London. His depictions of City offices turn reflective panes of glass 
into shades of purple and blue, a colourful mesh of verticals and 
horizontals. His paintings are almost like negatives of reality; mono-
chrome tones become bright and alien colour schemes. 
You don’t have to live in South London to appreciate Vehoeven’s work. 
Its universal appeal lies in its translation of the traditional cityscape. 
The views Verhoeven paints need not already be a scene of beauty, in 
the way Monet’s ‘Notre Dame’ series or Turner’s ‘Venice’ are. They can 
be traffic islands or tower blocks.
That is where the magic is worked. No matter how dank a place may 
appear, Verhoeven’s canary yellow and cobalt blue can make its inner 
soul sing out. Verhoeven’s aesthetic both translates the past to give 
us a glimpse of what the world could be like and suggests what is 
possible for the future.
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